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About This Game

Critical Mass is an action puzzle game that takes traditional match 3 and brings it into the world of 3D. We combine fast
addictive game play with strategy to create a new and innovative experience.

Key features:

Fast Addictive Gameplay

4 Unique Game Modes

Online Leaderboards & Ranking Systems

Achievements & Skillpoint Rewards

Accessible to Everyone

Exciting Colorful Art Style

Great Music & Sound Effects.
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You guys are on the rigth track, but fix all the problems and you may have something here. Until then, I'd hold off on a
purchase. I like playing Golf and Tennis Games, but they all have issues right now.. I really like this game, it's a fun game and
the mechanics are really addictive. You can really play as leisurely or as active as you choose.

But right now on the multiplayer, if you catch one of the active servers good luck hanging with everyone because it's hard to
gauge your skill level versus how many things people are using at the level 60 cap. It's not impossible to hit 60 but right now if
you are trying to get good at the game there are a ton of things that the level 60 people have that you don't that make you feel
like you're just getting big brothered the whole time.. I cant use my joystick in the game.... Helpful! Passed first time -
computer generated option in volume 1 is exstremely useful.. Very good game, can't wait for more to come out! Exceptional
graphics and voice acting. Real smooth gameplay too!
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This a strange game, for sure. Combat's wonky; it works, but I haven't 100% figured it out yet. It's not a competitive fighter,
despite it's familial heritage; but it never tries to be. The combo system seems a bit too easy to just get attacks out, and there
doesn't seem to be a reward for going into anything complicated. Graphically, it's middling. The soundtrack is also quite lacking:
especially when faced with Xrd around the corner. If you see my review, you probably've seen other people's reviews
complaints over the lack of online but I can't honestly say that online would much add to the game. It is a team fighter, and
playing online with random people would just be bizarre.

For it's price, it's a heavy investment for how much time you'll likely put into it. If you're looking for a game night with some
friends locally, then you have some better option out there. However, if you've exhausted all those, then you can pick this game
up.. 10/10

better then fallout 4. hey this game is on steam, lol. Calling it a 'game' is overselling it, the ads keeps saying it's like a movie and
honestly it would have better off.
Gameplay is wandering around the same set of rooms over and over again in the attempt to make something happen. Eventually
something goes 'ping' and the process resets. All the while characters keep repeating their one character trait or bad poetry,
instead of adding depth. There is all the subtly and nuance of a brick to the face.

It's hard to believe this was made by a big-name company like Ubisoft. This feels like another stock walking-around simulator
spook game that tries very hard to be deep with no idea how. Reciting poetry does not make automatically you smart or
interesting. If this had been the work of small group and sold at $10, a lot of the flaws could be forgiven. Ubisoft, you are too
big, too old for something this clumsy. I was so excited when I saw the E3 trailers for this and was so disappointed when I
finally played it.

Don't bother with this incredibly short nothing of a game, it has no ending to it. It just 'stops' when even the creators got so
bored with it even they fell asleep.

If you want to see this type of idea done well, go play Soma. Seriously, Soma's amazing.
. Unlike a lot of the other reviewers, I have experience in hand-drawn animation, went to school for Digital 3D Animation and
draw digitally and have worked for 5 years in the feature film visual effects industry. I've used programs like TVP Animation
Pro, SOFTIMAGE, Maya, 3DS Max, Flash and even After Effects.

So how does Spriter Pro measure up? In a nutshell, you get what you pay for, but you don't get what you don't pay for either. It
will fulfill light animation demands, but I happen to be very demanding.

The Good:

It's got a nice interface and there's a lot of things that help with many of the repetitive aspects of animating and I think
it's well thought out. They seem to also make frequent updates so I'm willing to update this review in kind.

The Bad:

There's no hotkeys to step through animation frames individually. This is a staple of just about any animation software
I've used. The simple ability to hit ">" and "<" to go forward through time incrementally.

UPDATE: You can use CTRL+1/CTRL+2 to step through one millisecond at a time.

Keyframed movement of objects seems to rail along linear paths. You want to make an object travel along a parabolic
curve? Not without manually adding a lot of keyframes to smooth out that path, which renders the program's elaborate
temporal tweening a moot point. Without curved trajectories, your characters will exhibit very mechanical and unnatural
movement, no arcs.
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UPDATE: The developer has suggested a workaround for creating arcing/curved movement by parenting objects to
bones and then animating their rotation. Movement paths are planned.

Minor Quibbles:

When I disabled OpenGL support, the program crashed every time I tried to start it up. Fortunately I was able to
reenable OpenGL by editing a registry entry, but a less advanced user would probably flip out.

UPDATE: Fixed

The program crashed when I dragged PNG images onto the canvas. I found I had to resave my PNGs in another program
(I used ASEPRITE to do this) so I suspect that Spriter will crash if there's anything in the PNG header that it disagrees
with.

The Unity Drag & Drop functionality didn't work as advertised. After installing the unitypackage and then dragging my
Spriter Project onto Unity, none of the images were properly linked to the character, nor did any of the animation seem
to make it into the project.

UPDATE: fixed

All the same, I have high hopes for future versions of this software, but until then, I cannot yet recommend it for use..
Personally I enjoy playing this game. I have both the steam and mobile version and play them frequently. Now there are some
things that don't work insanely well with the game that I will list.

1) Making the game fullscreen will screw with the contorls they feel as though they need calibrating when this game is played in
full screen.
2) Occasionally some of the enemies (i've only experienced this in the first few levels) will get stuck and refuse to move out of
their spawn. You can kill them with a ranged weapon but if you do not have a ranged weapon or enough cash to buy one from
the machines then you will need to start over.
3) Characters will attack enemies automatically despite having close ranged firearms. This will waste the ammo and cause them
to throw away their weapons.

If you're a fan of RoosterTeeth then you will enjoy this game. Yes there are issues with the game but you can easily play though
these and still enjoy the game. The character dialouge is hilarious and very accurate to the RoosterTeeth crew themselves. If
anything this game is a great time waster and for \u00a32 you can't go wrong.. Sky knights is a kind of game which focuses on
team air combat. Even though the concept works okay, I find that it gets too repetitive after a while. Probably, the main reason
for this is the rather limited content and options. It would definitely benefit from more variety in almost every area, particularly
weaponry and stages.
The visuals are another area which leaves much to be desired. Apart from the aircraft models, which are too small anyway, the
rest is quite disappointing, most notably the stages; they are rather crude and uninteresting, making the game even more boring,
as there is nothing really beautiful to look at.
I would not say that it does not have its good points, though overall I do not recommend it.. This is a really enjoyable indie game
that mixes beat-'em-up combat along with a Persona-like time management system, but gives you a lot more freedom with both.
You can avoid nearly every conflict in the game, and make fights easier by bringing more friends along, and have so many
things to do in the small town that you're always rushing to the next class, store, job, or trainer to get as much done before
Ringo's senior year comes to an end. I loved this game a lot and it's easily one of my favorite ones I've played this year, and I
can't wait to buy it on Switch.. Classic HOS game, but for one thing : silhouette HOS .. they look like HOS but you actually end
up manipulating objects forward and backward, moving them from left to right.. untill they fit the perfect shape to a certain
angle. I found these quickly boring. Some achievements will require you to accomplish them under a minute.
As most games of the genre, the story isn't ambitious but it gets the job done, driving you from many nice and somewhat easy
puzzles to few classic HO scenes and some silhouette HO thingy.
I still recommend it, especially if on sales.
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One big pro : The more or less chip music of the retro arcade video game "Flap for Life" (a game in the game) with many chip
sounds of 8-bit music. That was a good and enjoying surprise!
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